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Service Stream Network Construction
Telecommunications Facility
DA56560 is seeking approval of a construction under the Communications
Alliance Ltd Industry Code C564:2018 and I believe that I am a ligitimate
Stakeholder with respect to that code.In accordance with the above, I am of
the opinion that many residents have been denied a fundemental objective of
the code to ensure revevant stakeholders are informed, notified and engaged
with..1. I do not believe reasonable effort was made to ensure I was
notified.2. Documentation only refers to the 3G and 4G networks. I wish to
be advised if there is any chance that the 5G will be included on this tower at
a later date and if so; at what frequencies will it operate i.e. 6GHz - 100GHz
and the calculated EME's.3. In the enviromental EME Report submitted the
Maximum Cumulative Level for the proposed configuration would appear to
havebeen calculated at 4 locations but no exact locations for reference and
Havendale appears to have been excluded. I believe both elevation and
distance are important factors and the only elevations quoted are 0-6M. If the
0-6M is only a calculation based on 0-6M above the ground quoted in their
drawing CCR-NSW-19 then I believe it to be inadequate.Without the ability
to gain knowledge in a timely manner I have no alternative but to object to
the DA.Footnote: I am surprised that Pioneer Park at the southern end of
point Fredrick was not included in the alternative sites for consideration. This
location would appear to facilitate good communication to: Caroline Bay,
East Gosford, Erina, Green Point, Yattalunga, Saratoga, Woy Woy,
Koolewong, Tascott, Point Clare, West Gosford, a large portion of Gosford
and the entire rail corridor from Woy woy.

